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Abstract 

A layer-stripping type method is developed for solving an inverse 
problem for the two dimensional plasma wave equation where the ob
ject is to find the potential given Cauchy data on a time-like surface. 
The key point of the method is that we use one way wave approxi
mation equations instead of the full wave equation for extrapolation 
of the wave field to avoid instability in numerical computation. Nu
merical experiments are performed to examine the effectiveness of the 
method. Numerical results show that this method works well for syn
thetic data .. 

1 Introduction 

The object of this paper is to describe a numerical method for recovering the 
potential v in the two dimensional plasma wave equation 

( 
fj2 fj2 fj l - - - - - + v(x z) ·u(x z t) = 0 
8{2 a:c 2 oz2 ' ' ' 

(1.1) 

from the boundary response of the half plane medium z > 0 to an impulsive 
line source. One of the origins of this equation, which gives it the name we 
use, is that it governs a plasma electric field ( see Balanis [l]). In one dimen
sion, the inverse problems of the plasma wave equation have been studied 
extensively by many authors. Roughly speaking, there are three kinds of in
verse problems related to this equation. The first one, usually with the name 
"inverse scattering," is to determine the potential from far field pattern of 
the wave field. There is a vast literature on inverse scattering problems, see, 
e.g., Morawetz [2], Cheney [3]. The second kind is determining the potential 
from some measurements of the responses of a half space medium to some 
excitements on its boundary, see [4-6]. The third one concerns the reduced 
form of this equation, i.e., the Schrodinger equation, where the task is to 
determine the potential from spectral functions of the differential operator, 
see Gel'fand and Levitan[7], which turns out to be the inspiration of many 
later reserches on inverse problems of wave equations. Some relations among 
the three kinds of problems can be found in [2, 5-6]. The first two kinds a.re 
in the center of interest of many recent researches, probably because they are 
closely linked to some very important and interesting real world problen:1s, 
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e.g., many kinds of non destruction testing with the help of wave probing. 
We have not seen any work on the third kind of inverse problems for higher 
dimensional cases. 

Our interest lies in constructing a stable numerical method for the second 
kind of inverse problem in higher dimensions. In one dimension, a lot of work 
has been done both theoretically [5, 8] and numerically [4, 6]. But in higher 
dimensions, like inverse problems of all other multidimensional hyperbolic 
equations, very little is known about the problem. Some partial theoretical 
results can be found in [3, 9]. We have not seen any numerical results on 
this problem. Yagle and Levy [10] suggested a. layer-stripping type method 
for determiniug v(:c, z) numerically without any numerical results. The main 
difficulty, as pointed out by Morawetz aud Kriegsmann[4] and Symes[5], is 
that the problem of extrapolating the wave field along a space-like direction 
is ill-posed. Hence auy straightforward numerical scheme will be unstable. 

Our approach aims to overcome this difficulty by splitting the wave field 
into upgoing and downgoing components. As proved in Song and Zhang 
[11], the one way wave equations a.re well-posed when the reference spatial 
direction is treated as evolution direction. Stable numerical algorithms for 
one way wave equations have a.lso been studied by many people, e.g. Wang 
and Zhang [12]. Although the ideas of wave splitting and layer-stripping have 
been used by many people for a long time on rnany different occa.tions, as 
far as the nrnltidimensiona.l inverse problems are concerned, our treatment is 
novel. 

An outliw~ of the idea is like this. First we translate the boundary mea
surements of the wave field u(:c, z, t) into conditions on up-going waves U and 
down-going waves D by using the definitions of U and D. Then we determine 
U, D and v(:r:, z) alternatively layer by layer along the z direction, using the 
relation between the potential and the up-going waves on the characteristic 
surface t = z: 

f-JU(:r, z, z) 
at 

v(:r,z) 
4 

( 1.2) 

i.e., suppose we know U and Don layer ·i. we can get v(:i:, z) on this layer 
by (1.2), then we extrapolate U a.ud D along z-direction to the next layer -
layer ('i + 1), see Figure 1. 

This algorithm can be illustrated by the following loop: 

Calculate U, D on layer ·i = 0 from boundary measurements; 
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While (layer 't is not the maximal depth), do 
calculate v on layer 't by (1.2); 
extrapolate U and D to layer ( i + 1) using the 
one way wave system; 
i = i + l; 

end while. 

In Section 2, we will describe the problem in more detail; in Section 3, we 
will use progressing wave expansion and singularity propagation arguments to 
reformulate the problem to a problem which does not involve singularities. 
Then we will present our numerical methods and experimental results 111 

Section 4. Finally, we end the paper with some comments in Section 5. 
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2 The Problem 

The following initia.1-bounda.ry va.lue problem 

[ 
32 32 32 l - - - - -_ - + v(::c z) u(:c z t) = 0 
8t2 8:r: 2 oz2 1 1 1 1 -oo < X < 00 1 Z > 0, f > 0, 

(2.1) 
u(x,O,t) = b(t) 

11 = 0 for t < 0 

is well-posed in the sense of distributions, given v(:r:, z) smooth enough. This 
is the "direct problem." Its solution ca.n be interpreted a.s the wa.ve field in 
the ha.If spa.ce z > 0 stimulated by a.n impulsive line source located on the 
:r-a.xis. If v = 0, the medium is not homogeneous, hence ba.cksca.tterings 
will happen, a.ud the quantity i; cau be measured on the boundary z = 0. 
We ca.11 this measurement the "boundary responses." The inverse problem 
is determining the potential v ( :r, z) from the boundary responses. 

One thing tha.t ca.n hardly be a.voided by a. la.rge cla.ss of methods of solving 
a.n inverse problem like this is tha.t one needs to extra.pola.te the wa.vefield 
a.long the z-a.xis, which is a.n initia.1-bounda.ry va.lue problem of the wa.ve 
equation with Cauchy da.ta. given on the time-like surface z = 0. This is a. 
well-known ill-posed problem, hence a.ny stra.ightforwa.rd numerical methods 
will be unstable. In order to overcome this difficulty, we a.pproxima.te the 
original full wa.ve equation by the following system of one wa.y wa.ve equations 
( see Song a.nd Zha.ng [ 11]). 

32 D 32 D ;-)2 [ n l 
ata z + rJt2 - rJt2 E <Lk<]D ( s k) 

+ ~ {t ak [JID(sk) + J>rr(sk)] + D + U} 0 
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where qu and qD satisfy 

_ B2 D 
- a,c2 

( 

::l2 ::l2 ) n ::l2 ( ) u 2 u u Pu Sk 
;.::it2 - sk ;.::i"2 Pu(sk) - L ak 0"2 
u, u.L k=l ,r; 

( 

,i2 ;.::i2 ) n ::l2, ( , ) o 2 u u Pn .sk 
,1t2 - sk ,i"2 Pn(sk) - L <Lk 0"2 
(j' (j,l, k=l X 

32 D 

8:c 2 · 

The up-going wave U and down-going wave D are related to the full wave 'U 

by the following equations: 

au 
at 
oD 
at 

where q,, ( s k) satisfies 

Finally, the coefficieuts ak, and .'h are 

l . 2 (br) <J,k = -- Sln --. , 
n+l n+l 

.s k = cos ( n k: l ) , k = l, 2, ... , n . 

For the sense in which this system is an approximation of the original wave 
equation, and other related discussions, see Song and Zhang [ ll]. 

The first thiug we need to do is reformulating the origina.l inverse problem 
in the language of one way waves. In order to make our idea clear, we will 
lirnit our discussion to 11 = 1. The reader will realize that this is not a 
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restriction at a.11, and in many cases, e.g., for horizontally homogeneous media 
or media with slightly horizontal changes, this is good enough. 

When n = l, we have s1 = 0, a1 = ½, and the one way wave equations 
become 

where Pu and Pn satisfy 

(
d'

2 
lfP) 

c){2 - 2 a:r:'2 Pu 
fPU 
o:r:'2 

( 
rP l a'2 ) 
r)t'2 - 2 o:c 2 Pn 

fJ2D 
8:c'2 

and the relations betwee11 [ ! , D and V are 

1 aq,, au 
at 

'U---
4 at 

rJD 
at 

where q1, satisfies 
;.:;2 
U <Ju 
fjf2 

fj'2,u, 

ch:2 · 

1 aq,, 
'IJ,---

4 at 

0 (2.2) 

0 (2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.G) 

(2.7) 

From Huyghen's principle, the wavefield u has b singularity on the sur
faces t = z, which is the e11velope of the characteristic cones with vertices on 
the :r:-axis. We can also get this surface mathematically by solving the ray 
equations; see Coura11t and Hilbert [13]. From casua1ity we can write 

u ( :c, z, t) = 8 ( t - z) + a ( :c, z, t) H ( t - z) 

with some continuous function a( :r, z, t), where H is the Heaviside functiou. 
So we have 

du oz (:1:, 0, t) -b'(t) - a(:i:, 0, t)b(t) + a,,(:r, 0, t)H(t) 

- 8'(t) + az(:r, 0, t)H(t) 
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since u(:c, 0, t) = b(t) and 

au 
~(:r:, 0, t) = b'(t) . 
ot 

From the definition of <Ju and casuality, it is clear that q,,(:r, 0, t) = 0. Thus 
we get 

au 
~ ( :c, 0, t) 
ui 

oD 
----;:i-(:r, 0, t) 
ot 

l 

2 a 2 ( :r, 0, t) H ( t) 

8'(t) - t a 2 (:r:, 0, t)H(t) , 

where a 2 (:r:,0,t) can be gotten from the boundary responses ~~(:r,0,t) as 

( ) au ( ) ''( ) a 2 z,O,t =-;:;-- :r,0,t +b t , -oo < :r: < 00' 0 < t < 00 . 
oz 

Now the iuverse problem can be reformulated in terms of oue way waves 
as determining v(:r, z) iu the system (2.2)-(2.5) from the following boundary 
conditions, 

au 
~(x,0,t) 
ut 

aD 
~ (:r:, 0, t) 
ut 

l 

2 u 2 ( :r , 0, t) H ( t) , (2.8) 

b'(t) - l 11 2 (:r, 0, t)H(t) , (2.9) 

where u2 (:r, 0, t) = ;: u(:r, 0, t) + 8'(t) can be obtained from the boundary 
measurements, all<l initial conditions 

U, D = 0 for t < 0 , (2.10) 

from the causality. 
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3 Propagation of Singularities 

Using the well-known propagation of singularity arguments ( see, e.g., Courant 
and Hilbert [13]),the forward problem (2.1) can be reformulated equivalently 
as 

[ 
[)2 [)2 fj2 l 
fJt 2 - fJ ;i; 2 - fJ z '2 + V ( :c' z) 'U, ( X' z' t) = 0 ' - 00 < :r; < 00' z > 0' t > z' 

'U(x, 0, t) = 0 

l ;·-
'U ( x, z, z) = - ;:- v ( :r, z) dz =: b( :r:, z) 

2. u 

l j" 'U.t(:r:, z, z) = ;:- (6b - vb)dz 
2 0 

where 6 is the Laplacia.n in :c - z plane, for smooth v(:r:, z). This problem is 
well-posed and the solution is smooth in the wedge-shaped region 

n = { ( :i:, z, t) : - oo < :i: < oo , z > o , t > z} . 

The inverse problem is a.gain determining v(:c, z) from ~:(:c, 0, t). 
The advantage of this new formulation is that it is suitable for numerical 

computatious. We want to do the same reduction to the one way wave 
system (2.2)-(2.G), for which the behavior of singularity propagation is not 
as obvious a.s that of (2.1), where the characteristic cone is regular and well
known. First we have the following result. 

Theorem 3.1 Oovcrnul by systF:rn (2.2)-(2.5), the singula1·ities gewratt:d 
by (2 . .9) that nde·,· the 111.ediu·111. z > 0 travel along the plane t = z. 

Proof. For the convenie11ce of the proof, we rewrite (2.2) a.s follows: 

Wt+ AW,+ BWSZ +CHI= 0 (:3.2) 

. - ( i)U DD au DD)T . where W - U, D, rl:r , f:J:r: , at , at , and 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 () 0 0 

A= 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 
() () 0 0 0 -1 
0 () 1 0 0 () 

'2 

0 () () 1 () 0 2 
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() () () () () 0 
0 0 0 () 0 0 

B= 
() 0 0 0 0 0 
() 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 
() 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 -1 0 
0 0 0 () 0 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

C= 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"(1 H) 2 + 2 

v(l H) 2 + 2 0 0 0 0 

H(l + ~) '.'.c(l + !i) 
2 2 0 0 0 0 

where H is an operator of order zero satisfying 

( c? 1 8
2 

) 8
2 

fJf2 - 2 fh:2 H = 8t2 . (:3.:3) 

According to the genera.I theory of wave propagation, the singularities 
generated at a. single point (:r: 0 , z0 ) travel a.long a. cone t = cp(:c, z), where 
cp( :c, z) satisfies 

1.e.' 

det(J - Ac/J:i: - Bcp2 ) 0 , 

cp(:r:u, zu) 0 , 

'2 '2 l 4 
¢, + ¢,: - 4 ¢:i 

¢(:cu,zu) 

l 

0. 

( ;3.4) 

This is the parabolic a.pproxima.tio11 of the correspo11ding equation for the 
original wave equation; see Fig. 2. Note, higher order approximations a.re no 
longer parabolic. 

Equation (3.4) can be factored as 



<Pz + l - ½c/J~ = 0 is the left portion of the graph of (3.4), representing the 
waves traveling up into half space z < O; <Pz - l + ½c/J; = 0 is the right portion 
of the graph of (3.4), representing the waves traveling down into the medium 
z > 0. According to Huyghen's principle, when the medium is excited by 
condition (2.9),the waves entering the medium z > 0 travel a.long the branch 
of the envelope of all the cones t = cp( x, z), a.s ( x 0 , t0 ) run all over the :r

a.xis, that lie in the medium z > 0. Clearly, this branch of the envelope is 
composed with all rays which enter the medium normally, and in fact, it is 
the plane t = z. This is actually true. We will verify this conclusion by 
solving the ra.y equations iu the followiug manner. Let 

cp( :r:' z' t) = cp( :I:' z) - t ' 

then the characteristic form of equation (3.2) is 

Let p = <P,i, q = <P,n ,. =<Pt= -1, theu the ray equations an~ 

d:c 

d.s 

dz 

ds 

di 

ds 

dp 
d.s 

dq 

ds 

(fr 

d.s 

CJ11 = 2/1.p - p3 

-CJ:,:= 0 

-CJz = 0 

= -CJt = 0 

where s is a. para.meter along a. ray. Keeping the facts p2 + q2 = l + 1: and 
,. = -1 in mind, we get 

( 
l )-l 

ds = 2 - 2 p
4 dt , 
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and the ray equations for a ray starting at the point (:i:: 0 , 0), entering the 
medium normally, are reparameterized as 

d:c 2p 
x(O) = xo 

dt 2 + p2' 
dz 2 

z(O) = 0 -
dt 2 + p2 ' 
dp 

p(O) = 0 -=0 
dt 
dq 

q(0) = l . T =o, 
d 

Solving this initial value problem, we get the ray 

{ .,. - .,. 
,v - ,vQ 

z=t 

which is a straight line. When (:i:: 0 , 0) runs through the :r:-axis, we get the 
planet= z. 

q.e.d. 
In the rest of this section, we will use the progressing wave expansion to 

discuss the solution of (2.2)-(2.5) with the initial-boundary conditions (2.8)
(2.10) near the characteristic surface t = z. As a result we will get a relation 
between v(:c, z) ;crncl the upgoiug wave '~~, which is crucial in solving the 
inverse problem, 011 the characteristic surface t = z, and a new formulation 
of the problem as we did for the original wave equation at the beginning 
of this section. We still use the first order system (3.2) with (3.3) to do 
calculations, for convenience, and let Pu = HU, PD = HD. We expand 
Hf apu DJJD ±' 11 v, , Pu, PD, at , at as o ows: 

liV 

]Ju 

]JD 

rJpu 

rJt 
rJpD 

r)t 

908
1 + 918 + 92H + Ry , 

aub' + a18 + a'2H + Ra , 
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h . - ( (l) (:.!) (li)) T : - 0 1 2 · ' h t · 1 d f. w e1e 9i - !Ji , !Ji , · · ·, 9; , i - , , , are s1noot vec 01-va ue unc-
tions of :r; and z, ai, bi, 1; and /J;, i = 0, 1, 2, are smooth functions of :r; and z, 
the remainders R9 , Ra, Rb, R,,, and Rr; are continuous functions of :i:, z and 
t, and 8', 8 and H are functions of t - z. 

In order to get the coefficients !Ji, ai, bi, a; and /Ji, i = 0, 1, 2, we substi
tute the expansions into (3.2)~(3.3) and compare the like terms with some 
singularities. We will omit these routine calculations and refer the reader to 
Courant and Hilbert [13] for a general setting of the method of progressing 
wave expans10ns. After all, we get 

0 
0 

W= 
0 
0 
0 
1 

where 

8'(t- z) + 

0 
l 
() 

0 

0 
(G) 

91 

8(t-z)+ 

PD 
dJ>u 

rJt 
Oj>D 

at 

0 
(<,) 

!h 
0 
(<,) 

91:c 
_2!-('i: -/) 4 • ) 4' 

(<i) 
92 

.1l'\:r:, z) = --;:- . v(:i:, z)dz, l 1·z 
2.u 

H(t-z) +R9 

(C) l t" (f) (C) 
.<}2

1 

(:r,z) = 2,./o [91 ;,(:r:,z)-v(x,z)g/ (:1:,z)]dz. 

(3.5) 

Since the singularity occurs only 011 t = z, by a limit argurnent, WP kuow that 
the smooth parts of the fuuctions, still denoted by their old notations, satisfy 
the following initia.1-boundary value problem in the wedge shaped region D, 

( 
fJ'2 d

2 
l ;p ) V (PD + ]Ju ) - otoz + ot2 - 2 fJ:i:2 U + 2 2 + D + U = O inn' 
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(
_!!_ iP _ ~ a2 

) V (PD + Pu u) _ 
8t8z + 8t2 2 fh: 2 D + 2 2 + D + · - O inn' 

au 1 8t (:r, 0, t) = 2 'llz(:1:, 0, t)H(t) , 

8D l 
-
8 

(:r, 0, t) = -- uz(:r, 0, t)H(t) , 
t 2 

where PD and Pu satisfy 

OJJD 
]>D = -.- = () for f = Z 1 dt 

( 
d2 l EJ2) EPU 
dt 2 - 2 da: 2 Pu = d:r 2 ' 

dpu 
Pu = c)t = 0 fort= z . 

Notice that this is an initiaJ value problem for U and D, with the z-a.xis as 
the evolution directiou, while an initial value problem for Pu and PD, with 
t-axis as evolution direction, on a plane z = coustant. The relation between 
potential v(:r, z) aud up-going wave U is 

OU (T 'r "/)-_v(:r,z) at '') /.,);., - 4 



4 Numerical Methods and Results 

In this section we describe the numerical methods we use to solve the inverse 
potential problem and some numerical experiments. 

First we choose a potential function v(:r:, z) and solve the forward problem 
(3.1) to generate synthetic data ~:(:r:, 0, t). The usual explicit finite difference 
scheme for two dimensional wave equations is used. We use zero boundary 
conditions on :r, but we take the domain wide enough to reduce ref:lectiorn,. 

Then we use the synthetic data. to recover potential v(:r, z), and compare 
it with the real potential. We follow the outline in the Introduction section 
to recover the wave field U, D and potential v alternatively layer by layer. As 
it is well known, there are some implicit finite difference schemes of solving 
the one way wave equa.tious a.long z-direction. But it seems that there is 
no simple explicit scheme. In order to a.void implicit schemes, we use the 
following method. Vve add conditions on U and D in t: 

D( 'l" '/ '/) . ,, "-', ,,_, l i" -;- v(:r,z)dz 
2.o 

U(:1:, z, T) 0 

for some large T. The condition on D is from the expa.nsia.11 (:3.5). The 
condition 011 U is just approximate. It can be justified by the fact that, if 
the support of v( :i:, z) is c0111pa.ct in z, then the "energy" 

!·t ;·(X) '2 '2 2 '2 dz d:i: (ut + u, + u 2 +vu) (:c,z,t) 
. lJ . -ex., 

is constant for large t, so if T is much larger tlrnn the maxima.l depth of 
inversion, we can consider u, hence U, almost zero. Now we use the stencil 
(a) in Fig. :l to discrete the equation for U backward in t, the stencil (b) in 
Fig. 3 to discrete the equatio11 for D forward in t, nsing v on the previous 
layer, and an obvious Piccard type iteration to deal with the interactions 
between U, D and v . 

We take T = 5, the maxima.l depth for inversion equals l, a.ucl the width 
of the computa.tio11 domain iu x direction equals 10 iu all the exa.mbles. 
Example 1. Vvt>, ta.ke a. lateral model 

{ 

0.5e:cp (~(,-,:--t-i.:-3)-'--l-l.2~' + /2,) ' 
V ( T '/ ) - () r: .. .. ( 1 + 1 ) · ,, ~ -

0

.,)f.I,JJ (:i:-o.7J'-u.2, 0.22 , 

14 
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0.5 < :i: < 0.9 
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The computed potential is almost the same as the real potential They have 
at least 4 decirnal digits in common at each grid point. See Fig. 4. The 
solid curve is the computed potential and the dashed curve is the computed 
potential. The difference between two potentials should be invisible. The 
inconsistency in the curves is caused by the coarse grid used in computing 
the inverse problem. 
Example 2. In this example, the model changes in :c direction: 

v(x, z) = { 0.5e:cp Cz-(0.2x+~.5)]2-o.22 + o\2) ' if \z ~ (0.2:c + 0.5)\2 < 0.2 
0 , otherwise . 

The true model is illustrated iu Fig. 5. The computed potential is illustrated 
in Fig. 6. 
Exa1nple 2'. An iuteresting thiug is observed when we change the sign of 
v(:r:, z) in Example 2 to get a. uega.tiw~ potential The computed potential(Fig. 
7) is very close to the rea.l potential. This is something remarkable noticiug 
that almost all work on inverse potential problems make the assumption that 
v(:c, z) is nonnegative to a.void bouud states. 

In the above two examples, the maxima. of the absolute values of the 
computed potentials a.re a.bout O.GOl. One definite source of the error is that 
we let U = 0 at t = T, which is a. good a.pproxima.tiou only for very large 
T. The unfavorable twists a.re due ma.inly to the non-absorbing boundary 
conditions we adopted in x direction. 
Example 3. In this example, we work with the model 

., 2 

( ( "l"):2 ) v(:r:,z)=0.2f:r:p -100 4 -az 

where a = 150 or :300. Some of our observations a.re a.s follows: 

1. Fora= :mo, see Fig. 8 for the true model a.nd Fig. 9 for the computed 
potential. The peak height of the computed potential is 0.168~). 

2. For a= 150, the peak height of the computed potential is 0.1575. 

This example shows that appropriately more roughness iu the vertical direc
tion hopes to improve the resolution of the inversion, probably because the 
up-going waves carry more information of the medium. 
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Another important feature of this method is observed when we perform 
the computation without using the auxiliary functions Pu and JJn . The com
putation crashes down. A typical graph is Fig. 10. This verified numerically 
our prediction in Song and Zhang[lO] that Pu and Pn ( and (Ju and (Jn in large 
angle approximations, i.e. n > l) play a very important role in controlling 
the transversal growth of the reconstructed wavefield. 

lG 



5 Discussions 

We presented a. stable numerical method for solving an inverse potential 
problem of the two dimensional pla.sma wave equation. Using this method, 
one does not ha.ve the trouble of choosing iuitia.l guess or reference model 
a.s in some iterative or linearized inversion algorithms. This method ta.kes 
multiple backscatterings into account. The stability of the method is verified 
numerically considering that we ha.ve made three major approximations: the 
data, the one way wave equations, and the up-going waves at t = T. We also 
found the important role played by the auxiliary functions in stablizing the 
method. It works reasonably well for our simple models. For more compli
cated models, large a.ngle approximations of the one way wa.ve equations and 
more sophisticated implementations of the method might be neccessa.ry. 
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Figuer Captions 

1. Layer-stripping 

2. Parabolic approximation 

3. Stencil (a) is for up-going waves; Stencil (b) is for down-going waves. 

-L Example l. Tlw solid <·11n·t-> is t lw comp11ted potPutial; T!te dashed liue 

is the tnw model. 

.S. Example 2. Trne model. 

6. Example 2. Computed potential. 

7. Example 2'. Computed potential. 

8. Example 3. True model with a=:300. 

9. Examble 3. Computed potential with a=300. 

10. Instability happens if the auxiliary functions Pu and Pv are not used. 
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